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The Mergician globally merges duplicate records on The Raiser’s Edge. It is simple to 
use and makes use the duplication criteria that have already been configured within 
The Raiser’s Edge as well as additionally making use of the email field. Just as with 
the built in single constituent merge you can decide which areas you want to merge 
and whether or not to delete the secondary constituent record once the merge has 
been completed. You can also select clean up options to reduce manual work on the 
merged records after the merge is performed. 

 

Installation 

The installation of The Mergician is relatively simple. You may or may not need to 
run a server installation. You should determine this by running the utility 
DoINeedTheServerInstall.exe included in the zipped up file. You should run this utility 
on the same machine and as the same user that will be running The Mergician. If you 
are told that you do not need to install the server component then skip the next 
section. 

Server Installation 

The Mergician requires read only access to your Raiser’s Edge database. In order to 
do this it is necessary to set up a user name and password. Note that this is not same 
as your Raiser’s Edge login. 

The recommended method is to run the ZDServerInstall.exe application on database 
server. Ensure that you are logged in as a local admin user. This application will 
collection the name of the server, database and username and password that will be 
added to the database. Make a note of the chosen username and password as this 
will need to be entered the first time you run dedupe process by email in The 
Mergician. 

Client Installation 

On the workstation ensure that Raiser’s Edge is installed. Then simply double click on 
the setup.exe installation file. You will be guided through the simple installation of 
The Mergician.  

 

The Mergician – An Overview 

Using The Mergician involves a few steps. 

1. Optionally set up your duplication setting in The Raiser’s Edge (7.91 and below only) 
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2. Optionally run the duplicate constituent report in The Raiser’s Edge. You may want 

to compare RE’s results to those using one of the methods built into The Mergician. 

3. Create a global merge file.  

4. Perform the merge 

 

RE7.92 and above 

For users on version 7.92 of Raiser’s Edge the duplication settings are pre-defined to 
increase the chance of identifying potential duplicates by  checking more fields 
(phone and email) and partial matching too. You can no longer edit these criteria in 
RE7.92 so you may wish to sense check more rigorously. 

 

1. Optionally Set up your Duplication Settings 

This is only available to RE 7.91 and below. 

1. In The Raiser’s Edge go to Config, Business Rules and select the Duplicates, 

Criteria, Individual branch as shown below: 

 

 

 

2. Adjust the settings as required. You may want to add zip/postcode for a 

more stringent comparison. 

3. Do the same for the organizations branch of the tree.  

 

2. Optionally Run the Duplicate Constituent Report 
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4. In The Raiser’s Edge go to Admin and select the Duplicate Constituent 

Report1. The screen below is shown.  

 

 

5. After running the report you should sanity check the results to ensure that 

your duplicate criteria are sufficient or whether or not they are too stringent.  

6. If you are happy with the majority of the results but find one or two are 

incorrect then note the constituent ids of these so that they can be removed from 

the merge file when it is created (see below) or for a more permanent solution add 

an attribute to those records so that they do not get merged. 

 

3. Create a Global Merge File 

If you are using your own merge file generated from another source skip to the next 
section. 

1. In The Raiser’s Edge go to plug-ins and select The Mergician 

 

                                                      

1 The difference between the exclusion and inclusion criteria is subtle. An exclusion 
will remove a constituent from any merge operation independent of the other 
merge pair. An inclusion will include the given constituent and its merge pair. 

. 
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2. You are first shown the main merge screen. If this is the first time you are 

running The Mergician and you do not have a merge file from another source, then 

you will need to create a merge file.  

 

 

 

 

3. Click on the “Create a Merge File” link.  
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4. Select the where you want to save the created merge file. 

5. Select the “deduplicate method”  

 

There are three methods: 
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i) Use the built in Raiser’s Edge duplicate settings 

ii) Use the simple dedupe by email address 

iii) Use IDLookup criteria sets to create a complex set of dedupe criteria. 

 

 

Using the built in Raiser’s Edge Duplicate Settings 

There is very little to set up other than select whether to dedupe individuals or 
organisations (in RE 7.92 and above) 

Using the simple dedupe by email 

 

By select the simpe dedupe by email the dedupe process will search for similar 
emails in RE. However you may want to refine the process by ensuring that the first 
names, last names or genders match so that you do not get false matches. This is 
done by pressing the more button. 
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Using the IDLookup Criteria sets 

 

IDLookup Dedupe has now been brought into The Mergician.  

 

You are able to select several sets of criteria and The Mergician will select the best 
batch either to give you the fewest matches or to gradually whittle away at the 
matches based on later criteria sets. 

 

For a full description of using criteria sets see Appendix A. 

 

 

Continue Here Using Any of the Methods Above: 

 

6. Select how you want to determine the primary record. You can either select 

based on the number of gifts and actions and then date or just by the date. If the 

first option is selected, the process will first count the number of gifts on each 

matching record. If they are the same number it will proceed to count the number 

of actions. If they are the same it will determine the primary record by the oldest 

date created. 

 

7. Select which constituents to exclude from the merge. You can select a 

constituent code, an attribute, whether the constituent is in a query or any 

combination of these. 

 

8. Alternatively you can select a query that will include constituents. The 

merge file creation will run as usual. For each merge pair, if one of the constituents 

is in the query then the merge will be included in the file. If neither are in the query 

then the pair will not be included in the merge file. 

 

9. Choose the output format,  
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 Selecting default will give you Cons ID, name, address and gender with the 

primary and secondary record on one line for comparison. 

 Selecting custom will open the below screen to allow you to choose the 

fields you wish to see in the output file. You can choose from a wide range 

and the results will be displayed with the primary and secondary records on 

two separate rows, one below the other. 

 

 

10. Press the start button to create the merge file. The screen will close and the 

location of the merge file will be populated in the main merge screen as shown 

below. 
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11. The merge file that has been created has the default format so the mapping 

is automatic. If you supply your own merge file then you will have to map the 

primary and secondary constituent columns in the file. 

12. When using the email address to create the merge file, depending on your 

primary record criteria and if an email address appears on multiple records it is 

possible for The Mergician to identify a record as both a primary AND a secondary 

record. If this happens you will see the following alert screen following the merge 

file creation. 
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You will then find those records highlighted in green in your merge file so you can 
easily identify them and amend the file. 

 

4. Using your own merge file 

You are able to use your own merge file in one of the two formats given above; 
either with both constituents on the same line or with the two matching 
constituents on a new line one after the other. In both cases you will need to map 
the fields in the file to the fields that The Mergician expects to see. An example of a 
custom file format is shown below. 

 

 

 

13. Select your file using the binoculars alongside the merge file text box. 
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14. Select the format that the file is in (in the above case “Duplicates on two 

separate rows”) 

15. Press the mapping button to map the fields. This is shown below. 

 

 

 

16. Select the values to be mapped and press the right arrow button to map the 

fields. Once you have finished the resulting screen will be as shown below. Note 

that your mapping screen will look different depending on the columns in your file. 
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17. Press the OK button to return to the main merge screen 

18. The mapping button will now be ticked to show you that the mapping has 

been done. 

 

5. Perform the merge 

 

1. After creating your merge file (or supplying your own) you are ready to 

perform the merge. 

2. Select the merge file format, either duplicates on one or two rows. 

 

3. Select the location of the control report. This will record any issues that The 

Mergician has with merging two constituents. 

 

4. Click on the Options link to select options as shown below. These options 

are remembered between sessions so there is no need to perform this step each 

time.  
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5. From the options select the areas that should be merged. 

 

6. There is the option to delete the secondary record after the merge. 

Alternatively you can add an attribute to the secondary record so that you know it 

should be deleted. 

 

7. You can select to add the constituent id of the secondary constituent to an 

alias of the primary constituent. This is useful if you want to keep a track of the Id 

of the merged constituent. 

 

8. You can add the merge summary as a notepad to the primary record. This 

will show you the areas merged and cleaned up as specified here, the date of the 
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merge and the details of the secondary record that was merged into the primary 

one. 

 

9. You can choose clean up options here which will run on the merged records 

after the merge is performed. Select from the “clean up” tabs at the top of the 

screen. 

 

10. Select duplicate areas that you would like to remove. You can drill down into 

areas you want to clean up e.g. from appeals you can also match on the package or 

the date  

 

 

11. You can also choose to clean up duplicate Relationships and Actions. Note 

that in this version of The Mergician relationship cleanup will only occur with 

constituent relationships where the constituent matches exactly and optionally the 

relationship and reciprocal types also match. 

12. If you are using RE9.94 you can now clean up duplicate phones, emails and 

links matching on the number/text and also the type and format. 
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13. Once you have set the options and the clean-up criteria press OK to return 

to the main merge screen and press start to start the merge 
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14. The progress bar will indicate the records that have been merged. Note that 

this process may take a long time especially if you the number of records to be 

merged is large. The process will also take longer if you are deleting the secondary 

constituent following the merge and adding aliases to the primary constituent. 

 

15. When complete you will see the below screen 

 

 

 

16. The control report shows if there were any errors that occurred during the 

merge. The types of errors encountered are the same as those encountered during 

a single merge using the standard Raiser’s Edge merge function.  
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Appendix A – Working with Criteria Sets 

On pressing the More button associated with this dedupe option you will be 
presented with the following screen. 

 

Criteria Sets 
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The grid is where the criteria sets that have been added are shown. You are able to 
add them, edit them or delete them. If you find yourself regularly using the same 
criteria sets you can save their definition to a file and load them up again at a later 
date. 

 

Either select to dedupe the whole database (this can be a slow process) or select a 
query to dedupe. 

You should then decide how the criteria sets (if there are multiple) should be 
processed. The first option will take the criteria set with the fewest matches. The 
second option will take the results from each criteria set and whittle down the 
results from the previous criteria set in order to get the fewest possible. 

 

Creating a Criteria Set 

On pressing the green ‘Add’ button a new criteria set window appears as shown 
below. 
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An explanation of the different fields is given below: 

Constituent Type 

 

 It is possible to limit your search to either individual or organisation records only, or 

to include both, by selecting the appropriate radio button, shown below: 
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Biographical 

 

 

 Select the fields to match on. Note that the more fields that are matched on, the 

less likely it is to find a match. However in such a case if a match is found, it is more 

likely to be a positive match.  

 Where appropriate it is possible to select the number of characters to match on. 

 For surname/last name, organisation and maiden name it is possible to match on a 

soundex value. Soundex functions calculate a number for each combinations of 

letters so that the name “Zeidman” would have the same value as “Zidman”. 
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 For first name it is also possible to search the first name equivalents. For example a 

first name equivalent may have been set up for a constituent “Robert” so that if the 

names “Rob”, “Bob” or “Bobby” for example, are in the file the constituent “Robert” 

will be found. See “Editing First Name And Address Line Equivalents” below 

 The ‘Surname/Org Name Aliases tick box will check any aliases that may have been 

entered for an individual or organisation. 

 The ‘Spouse’ tick boxes allow you to use spousal information as an identifier in the 

search. If you check this box then you are also offered the option to ignore spousal 

matches if the main record you are searching for is found. E.g. A household may 

consist of Jenny and Jim Smith (main constituent and spouse respectively). If you are 

searching on initial and address then both matches will be found. However if the 

Ignore spouse tick box is ticked Jim’s match will be ignored. 

 The Date of Birth tick box will match fuzzy dates both in the file and on the record. 

For example there will be a match if on the file the date is “03/01/1967” and on the 

record there is a date “1967”. There will also be a match if the reverse is true and in 

the file the date is “1967” but on the record the date is “03/01/1967”. Note the date 

format used is the same as the Windows settings. The fuzzy date rules are the same 

as in The Raiser’s Edge. 

Address 

 

 

 If you have mapped the ‘Address Line 1’ field, then the ‘Use address equivalents’ 

tick box is enabled. This allows you to match on address abbreviations that may exist 

within your database. For more information on viewing and customising the address 

equivalents see Advanced Options later in this document. 
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 The screenshot is from the UK and international edition. In the US and Canada 

edition county is replaced with state and with province respectively. 

 It is possible to expand or limit your search to either half or the whole of your 

postcode, by checking the ‘All or ‘First half only’ option buttons.  You can also 

compare the postcode by removing any spaces (UK, Australian and Canadian 

versions only). 

 The ‘Email’ tick box will check all telephone types in Raiser’s Edge that have been 

designated emails. This is found in Config when you edit the phone type code table 

entry.  

 The ‘Telephone’ tick box will compare any telephone type that has been designated 

a telephone, a fax or other. The phone number in the file will be stripped of any 

character other than a number. The comparison, however, will be against all fields 

stripped of the following characters: ( ) . – and any spaces.2 

 

Other 

 

 

 

 

 The ‘Maximum matches’ figure allows you to limit the number of matches per 

record in your search file. Therefore, if there are many duplicates in your database 

                                                      

2 The reason that there is a difference between what punctuation is removed is due to the techniques 
used. The field in the file can be stripped of all but numbers much more efficiently than can every 
field in the database.  
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or multiple matches are found for your given criteria, you can limit the number of 

results returned in the Output file. 

 If the ‘Do not compare blank values in the file’ tick box is ticked then IDLookup will 

not attempt to compare a blank value in the file with a value on the record. If it is 

ticked then any blank value in the file will only be a match if there is also a blank 

value on the record. For example, when the tick box is ticked, if no first line of the 

address is given in the file then for there to be a match the address block should also 

blank. However if it is not ticked then the record will match no matter what the 

value is in the address block, blank or otherwise. 

 The final function in this section is ‘Advanced. This allows you to do two things. 

Firstly you can filter the search within your database to a query of constituents, 

specific Constituent codes and/or Constituent attributes. Secondly you can change 

the collation that the search is made against. If you click on the ‘Advanced button 

the following screen will appear: 
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 You can select a query of constituents that will filter the results. Only the results 

appearing in the query will be matched against the criteria.3 

                                                      

3 In order to make IDLookup as efficient as possible the query is only run once when the value is first 
set. If the results change during an IDLookup session then these will not be reflected in the output.  
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 Here, you have access to your full table of Constituent Code entries and Constituent 

Attribute entries. Using the arrows you can select as many or as few as you wish to 

filter on.  

 

 The collation is the way in which the database treats text. The entries consist of 

alphabet types and methods of comparison and sorting. In the majority of cases the 

default collation will suffice (it will search the same way as The Raiser’s Edge 

searches). However by selecting one of the alternatives it is possible to make the 

search case sensitive or accent insensitive. For more information speak to your 

organisation’s network or database administrator. 
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 When you have selected the appropriate options, click on ‘OK’ 

 

 

When the criteria set has been created press ‘OK’ to add it to the list of criteria sets 

to be used for this lookup. 
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Editing First Name and Address Line Equivalents 

In order to edit these values bring up the about box on the main merge window by 
pressing the ZD logo. Select the option from the menu as shown below: 

 

 

Address Equivalents 

It is possible to add, edit and remove address equivalents. Address equivalents are 
words used in an address that have the same meaning but may be abbreviated. Any 
direct comparison between two addresses will fail unless address equivalents are 
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being used. For example on the lookup file there may be an address “100 London 
Rd” whereas in The Raiser’s Edge the address line may be “100 London Road”. By 
making “Road” and “Rd” equivalent we are able to equate the addresses in the 
comparison. 

 

 

The address equivalents screen above shows the list of main entries on the left and a 
grid of their equivalent values. No precedence is given to the main entry but is 
merely a method of review the equivalent addresses. 

 To add a new main entry press green plus button . You are prompted to enter a 

value for the new entry. On pressing OK the entry is added to both the main entries 

list on the left and the corresponding equivalents grid on the right of the screen.  

 To remove main entries press the red cross button . 

 Enter a new equivalent entry by typing it into the bottom row of the grid (marked 

with an asterisk). 

 Edit equivalent entries by clicking on the row and typing over the existing entry 

 Delete equivalent entries by selecting the whole row and pressing delete (on the 

keyboard) 

 Note it is not possible to edit or delete main entries from the equivalent’s grid. This 

should be done from the main entries list instead. 

 Press OK to save your changes or Cancel to close without saving. 
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Restore Default Equivalent Addresses 

It is possible to restore the equivalent addresses to their default state by selecting 
this from the advanced dropdown menu. Any changes that have been made to the 
address equivalents will be lost. 

First Name Equivalents 

First name equivalents follow exactly the same concept as the address equivalents. It 
is possible to select synonyms for first names such as Robert, Rob, Bob, Bobby, etc. 
See address equivalents section above for information about how to add, edit and 
remove first name equivalents. 

Restore Default Equivalent First Names 

Just as address equivalents it is possible to restore the equivalent first names to their 
default state by selecting this from the advanced dropdown menu. Any changes that 
have been made to the address equivalents will be lost. 

 

 


